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, will
willsay
say as

John Passmore,
I,I, Colin
Colin John
Passmore, of
of
follows:Introduction and Background
Introduction
1,
1.

of the
the Senior Courts
and Wales
Wales and
and I am
II am
am aa solicitor
solicitor of
Courts of
of England
England and
am also
also admitted
admitted to
practice
in the Courts
Courts of Hong
Hong Kong.
Kong. IIqualified
qualified as
as aasolicitor
solicitor in
in England
England in
in November
November
practice in

1984 and
and was
was admitted
admittedininHong
HongKong
Kong in
in April
April 1986. I Ibecame
becamea aSolicitor-Advocate
Solicitor-Advocate(Civil)
(Civil)
in
England and
and Wales in
in the
the late 1990s.
in England
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2.
2.

became a partner
partner in
in the
the firm
firm of
of Simmons
Simmons && Simmons
Simmons in
in 1990
1990 and
and was
was elected
elected Senior
Senior
I became
Partner of Simmons
Simmons & Simmons
Simmons LLP in 2011, a position that I will hold until the end of
of my
current term of
of office in July 2021.

3.
3.

Since
qualifying over
over 33
33 years
years ago,
ago, II have
as a
a litigator.
Since quallfying
have always
always practiced
practiced as
litigator. Initially,
Initially,
between 1984 and 1986 when
between
when Il was employed
employed by
by Coward
Coward Chance,
Chance, II conducted
conducted wet and
and
dry shipping
shipping litigation.
litigation. When
When II moved
moved to
to Hong
Hong Kong
Kong with
with Simmons
Simmons &
& Simmons
Simmons in
in 1986
1986 (I
practised
there between
practised there
between 1986
1986 and
and mid-1991),
mid-1991), my
my practice
practice developed
developed into one
one where
where l
focussed
focussed on large
large insolvencies,
insolvencies, professional
professional negligence
negligence claims
claims and
and banking
banking disputes
disputes
(especially
those that
that arose
arose out
out of
of the
the 1987
financialcrisis).
crisis). When
(especially those
1987 "Black
"Black Monday"
Monday" financial
When I

returned to work with
with Simmons
Simmons &
& Simmons.
Simmons. in
1991, I continued
continued my focus
focus on
returned
in London
London in
in 1991,
working
claims, as
as well
working on
on large
large scale
scale insolvencies
insolvencies and
and professional
professional negligence
negligence claims,
well as
as
developing my practice in relation
relation to banking disputes.
4.
4.

At the
the beginning
beginning of
of this
this century,
century, II also
also developed
developed aapractice
practice working
working for
for individuals
individuals in
relation
relation to
to so-called
so~called "white
"white collar
colla.r crime"
crime" matters,
matters, especially
especially in
in relation
relation to
to money
money
laundering,
laundering, fraud and
and extradition issues.

5.
5.

I have
have maintained
maintained my
my litigation
litigation practice,
practice, notwithstanding that I have also been
been elected
elected as
Simmons
Partner. II have
Simmons & Simmons' Senior Partner.
have recently
recently been
been handling
handling a very large piece of
litigation arising out of the global financial crisis from 2008.

6.
6.

1
I am
am aa member
member of
of Liberty,
Liberty, the
the Claimant
Claimant in
in this
this matter.
matter. iI pay
pay aa monthly
monthly subscription
subscription for my
my
membership,
membership, but I am
am what
what Il would
would describe
describe as
as aa relatively
relatively passive
passive member of
of Liberty
Liberty in

actively campaign
campaign on its behalf
behalf (although
(although I did
did write a blog
biog for Liberty
Liberty about 3
that I do not actively
years ago
importance of
donot
notnecessarily
necessariry support
support the
the stance
stance
years
ago on
on the importance
of the
the rule
rule of law).
law). I Ido
that Liberty
Ube1iy takes in relation
relation to every matter with which itlt engages.
7.

I am
am not
not ininany
anyway
waybenefitting
benefltting from,
from, or
orbeing
beingremunerated
remunerated by,
by, providing
providing this
this witness
witness
statement.
statement. Rather,
Rather, my
mywillingness
willingness to
to provide
provide this
this statement
statement stems
stems from my interest
interest as a
practitioner in legal professional privilege.

8.
8.

biog on
on developments
developments in the law
law of
of privilege
privilege (although
(although this has been
been
I write an occasional blog
inactive
as I have
have been
been very
very busy
busy with
with my
my daily
daily workload).
workload). I am
inactive for about 4 months
months as
am also
also
the author of aa textbook
on Privilege".
Privilege". This
textbook that has
has become
become known
known as "Passmore
"Passmore on
This was
was
first published in 1998
1998 and
and the
the Third Edition
Edition was published
published by Sweet & Maxwell
Maxwell in 2013.
2013.
The Fourth Edition
in preparation
Edition Is
is presently
presently in
preparation albeit it is
is held
held up whilst
whilst an
an important
important case
case
works its way through the English
Courts. My
English appellate Courts.
My book
book is
is occasionally
occasionally cited
cited (usually
(usually
with some approval) in judgments of the English (and other)
other) Courts.
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9.

I was
principal (but
the sole)
sole) draftsman
draftsman of
of the
the Law
Law Society
Society of
of England
England
1
was the principal
(but by
by no
no means the

and Wales'
which was
was published in
Wales' "Practice
"PracticeNote
Note on
on Privilege",
Privilege", which
in February 2017.
This
This Statement
10.

The
The reason II have
have agreed
agreed to
to provide
provfde this
this statement
statement is
is because,
because,driven
driven by
by my
my interest
lnterest in
in
the subject
generally, II am
am interested
in the subject
subject of
of legal
legal professional
professional privilege
privilege generally,
interested in
subject of
of
investigatory powers
accompanying surveillance
investigatory
powers and
and the
the accompanying
surveillance legislation.
legislation. This
This interest
interest stems

from
the impact
in that
that some
from the
impact these powers
powers can
can have
haveon
onprivileged
privileged communications,
communications, in
parties to those
and client)
may become
become reluctant
to engage in
those communications
communications (lawyer
(lawyer and
client) may
reluctant to
in
them,
them, having
havfng regard
regard to the fact that there must
must be
be some
some risk
risk that
that those
thosecommunications
communications
can be
be intercepted.
intercepted. I was
I wassufficiently
sufficiently concerned
concernedby
bythe
thepublication
publication of
of the
theInvestigatory
Investigatory
Powers
Powers Bill
Bill (as
(as lt
it then
then was),
was), that
that on
on behalf
behalf of
of The
The Law
Law Society
Society Il gave
gave evidence
evidence in
in
December
2015 about
aboutthe
thelikely
likely impact
impact of
of this
this legislation
legislation on privilege
privilege to
Parliamentary
December 2015
to the Parliamentary
Committee on
on the
theDraft
Draft Investigatory
Investigatory Powers
Powers Bill,
Bill, which
which in
11
Joint Committee
in its
its report published
published on 11

referenced some of
the evidence that II gave
gave on
on that
that occasion
occasion'.
February 2016 referenced
of the
1. II recall
recall that
its report concluded
concluded as
asfollows:
follows:
"537.
for the protection
"537. The Committee
Committee recommends
recommends that
that provision
provision for
protection of
of Legal
Legal
Professional Privilege
Privilege(LPP)
(LPP)inin relation
relation to
to all
Professional
all categories
categories of
of acquisition
acquisition and
and
interference addressed
addressedin
in the
theBill
Bill should be
be included
included on
on the
the face
face of
of the
the Bill
Bill and not
solely in
Societies
in a code of
of practice. The Government
Government should
should consult
consult with
with the Law
Law Societies
and others as
as regards
regards how
how best
best this
this can
can be
beachieved.
achieved. (Recommendation
(Recommendation 46)
538. The Home
should review
review its
its proposals
proposals in
in relation
relation to
to LPP
LPP to
to ensure
ensure that
Home Office
Office should
they meet
meet the
the requirements
requirements of
of Article
Article 8 and relevant
relevant case
case law.
law. (Recommendation
(Recommendation
47)"
11.

therefore hope that
willbe
be of
of some
some assistance to the
II therefore
that my
my observations
observations below
below will
the Court
Court in
in
considering
considering these issues.
issues. The
The observations
observations below
below are
are made
made as
asaapractitioner.
practitioner. For
For obvious
obvious
These are matters
reasons, II make
make no
no comment
comment on
on the questions
questions of
of law
law before
before the Court.
Court. These
for
for argument, not evidence.

12.

Prior to
to preparing
statement, Il have
Prior
preparing this
this witness
witness statement,
have been
been provided
provided with
with the Statement
Statement of
of
the Detailed
Grounds of
of Resistance
Resistance and the First
Facts and
and Grounds
Grounds for
for Judicial
Judicial Review,
Review, the
Detailed Grounds
First
Witness Statement
Statementof
ofSilkie
Silkie Jo
Jo Ellen
Ellen Carlo.
The "Chilling
"Chilling Effect"

1

House of Lords
Lords and House
House of
ofCommons,
Commons, Joint
JointCommittee
Committeeon
onthe
theDraft
DraftInvestigatory
Investigatory Powers
PowersBill,
Bill,
Draft investigatory
Paper 93,
fnvestigatory Powers
Powers Bill
Bill —
- Report (HL
(HL Paper
93, HC
HC 651,
651, 11
11 February
February2016)
2016)[519F-15381.
[519J-[538J.
3
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13.
13.

consider that
that the
the use
use of
of surveillance
surveillance powers
powers is beginning
beginning to cause
cause aa "chilling
"chilling effect"
effect" on
I consider
the willingness
willingness of some
some clients
clients to engage
engage in
in privileged
privileged communications.
communications. By
By "chilling
"chilling
the
effect",
as to
effect", Il mean
mean that
that some
some clients,
clients, and
and their
their lawyers,
lawyers, are
are increasingly
increasingly concerned
concerned as
whether their
their ability
ability to
to engage
engage in
in totally
totally confidential
confidential or
orsacrosanct
sacrosanct communications
communications still
exists, with the
the consequence
consequence that their willingness
wlllingness to communicate
communicate openly
openly and freely with
each
by electronic
electronic means,
means, isis belng
being lnhibited.
inhibited. II now
each other,
other., especially
especially by
now explain
explain why
why I hold
this view.

14.
14.

It is
is clear
clear to
to me
me as
as aa practising
practising lawyer
lawyer that
that legal
legal professional
professional privilege
privilege is
is aa very
very important
important
component
of the
the way
way in
in which
advise their
their clients
clients under
under English
Englishlaw.
law. In
component of
which lawyers
lawyers advise
In my
my
experience,
experience, members
members of the English
English legal
legal profession,
profession, particularly
particularly those who practice
practice as
litigators, are
are very
very aware
aware of
of the importance of
of legal
legal professional privilege
privilege for their clients in
terms of
of the
the way
way that
that lawyers
lawyers can give
give confidential
confidential advice under
under aa unique
unique cloak
cloak of secrecy
which is
is afforded
afforded to no other professional relationship.
relationship. Accordingly,
Accordingly, II see
see many
many examples
examples
on aa very
very regular
regular basis
basis of lawyers
lawyers using
using privilege
privilege in order
order to
to advise
advise their
their client
client exactly in
line with the
the underlying
underlying rationale
rationale of privilege
privilege that has been
been developed
developed over the
the last 200
years or so.

15.
15.

That said,
said, II do
do not
not yet
yet think
think that
that the
the English
English legal
legal profession
profession as aa whole
whole is fully aware of
the existence
existence or
or potential
potential impact of the types of
of investigatory
investigatory powers
powers which
which are the subject
of this
this action;
action; nor
nor fully
fully appreciates
appreciates that they
they have
have the
the ability
ability in
in certain
certain circumstances
circumstances to

encroach upon
do consider,
consider, based
based on
on my
my
encroach
upon legal
legal professional
professionalprivilege.
privilege. That
That said,
said, I do
engagement with
with professional
professional bodies such as The Law Society of
of England
England and
and Wales,
Wales, as
engagement
well as
as criminal
criminal practitioners
practitioners in England,
England, that sections
sections of
of the
the English
Englfsh legal
legal profession
profession are
slowly,
becomingalert
alertto
to the
the potential
impact on
on privilege
of the
slowly, but
but increasingly,
increasingly, becoming
potential impact
privilege of
the
surveillance
survemance measures
measures available
available to state and
and criminal
criminal justice
Justice agencies,
agencies, especially
especially with the
passing of
Powers Act 2016 ("IPA
("IPA 2016").
2016"). This
of the Investigatory
Investigatory Powers
This is
is something
something with which I

both because of my studies into
into the subject and my
my engagement
engagement with such
am conversant both
practitioners. But
ButI Ido
dorecognise
recognise that
that there
there are
are many
many lawyers
lawyers who
who perhaps
perhaps do
do not
not yet fully
appreciate the way in which
which these powers can encroach upon privilege.

16.
16,

To an
for lawyers
an extent,
extent, this
this isisprobably
probably understandable
understandable for
lawyers who
who practice
practice in
in relation
relation to
commercial
matters and
and civil
commercial matters
civil disputes,
disputes.

Here
the risk
Here arguably,
arguably, the
risk ofofprivileged
privileged

communications being
being encroached upon by surveillance techniques is in some respects
respects of
less concern
matter of
concern than,
than, say,
say, to a criminal
criminal law
law practitioner,
practitioner, both because
because the subject
subject matter
those communications
is less
less likely
likely to
to give
give rise
rise to
to matters of interest to the police
communications is
police or the
security and
services; and because there is less concern on the part of clients
and intelligence
intelligence services;
in such matters
matters (and
(and their lawyers) as to whether this is likely to happen,
happen.
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17.

But II am
am conscious that there
But
there is
is aagrowing
growing appreciation
appreciation amongst
amongst criminal
criminal practitioners at
least
collar" crime)
crime)that
that the
the existence
existence of
least (including
(including those who
who practice
practice in
in relation
relation to "white
"white collar"
of
investigatory
powers is
is aa matter
matter of
of concern
concern and
and is
is aa matter that is apt to give
give rise
rise to
to the
the so
investigatory powers
called
called "chilling
"chilling effect"
effect"
(as(asl Ihave
have described
describeditit above)
above) on
on the
the ability
abilfty of
of clients
clients to
to
communicate freely and unreservedly
unreservedly with
with their lawyers.

18.

1
firstbecame
became aware
aware of
of the
the interception
interception issue
issue generally
generally as
as a result
l first
result of
of the House
House of
of Lords'
Lords'
decision in
in McE v Prison Service of
of Northern
Northern Ireland
Ireland [20091
[2009] 1 AC
AC 908.

19.
i 9.

Of
made clear
that are
Of course,
course, the
the decision
decision in
in McE made
clear that any
any intercepted
intercepted materials
materials that
are
privileged could
couldnever
neverbe
be used
used in
privileged
in Court
Court as
as evidence
evidence unless
unlessthe
thecrime-fraud
crime-fraud exception
exception
came into
in relation
relationto
to them;
them; and
and the
the Court
Court also
also made
made clear
into play
play in
dear that
that those powers (a)
(a)

have to be
be used
usedinin aaway
waythat
thatisisConvention
Conventioncompliant
compliant (which
(which they were
were not,
not, when McE
McE
in 2009); and (b)
(b) have to be
be used
used extremely
extremely sparingly.
sparingly.
was decided in
20.

Subsequent
13_132-H
litigation in
in the
Subsequent cases,
cases, particularly
particularly the Belhadj
Be!hadj [2015]
[2015] UKIPTrib
UKIPTrib 13_
132-H litigation
Investigatory Powers
Powers Tribunal,
Tribunal, coupled
coupled with
withthe
the Government's
Government's admission
admission in
in the
the course
course of
Investigatory
of
that litigation
in February
February 2015
2015 that
that the regime under
intelligence agencies
agencies had
litigation in
under which
which UK
UK intelligence
conversations between lawyers
been monitoring
monitoring conversations
lawyers and their
their clients
clients was
was unlawful,
unlawful, brought
brought

home to
to me
me that
that such
such monitoring
monitoring practices
practices were
were continuing.
continuing.
21.

ItIt is
wide-spread such
practices are.
is impossible
impossiblefor
forme
meto
to say
say or
or even
even to
to speculate how wide-spread
such practices
This
Indeed in
in the
Thls is
is because
because of
ofthe
theGovernment's
Government's"neither
"neither confirm
confirm nor
nor deny"
deny" policy.
policy. Indeed
Belhadj litigation,
litigation,itittranspired
transpiredininthe
the event
event that
that only
only two
two privileged
privilegeddocuments
documents had
had been

unlawfullyaccessed
accessed by
unlawfully
by the security services using
using surveillance
surveillance powers.
powers. However,
However, it is not
the use
their use.
use.
use alone
aloneof
of such
such powers
powersthat
thatcreates
createsthe
thechilling
chilling effect.
effect. ItIt is
is the
the potential
potential for
for their
22.

As I have noted,
noted, II consider
consider that
that some
somecriminal
criminal practitioners
practitioners are
are now
now increasingly
increasingly aware of
of
and concerned
concerned by
by the use
use of
of surveillance
surveillance powers
powers by
by Government agencies. In
In addition,
addition, II
over the last few
years, small
small changes
changes
have observed, as
as an
an adviser
adviser to
to clients
clients of
of my
my own
own over
few years,
in
client behaviour
behaviourwh1ch
whichsuggest
suggesttotome
methat
thatthis
thisis,
is,ininpart
partat
at least,
least, aa consequence of
in client
of the
chilling
effectaround
around prlvilege
privilegewhich
whichininturn
turnisisaaconsequence
consequence of
chilling effect
of aa growing
growing appreciation of
of

availability and
use of
of surveillance
surveillance powers.
the availability
andassumed
assumed use
23.

In this
this respect, II have myself
small changes
changes in
behaviour that
that are,
ln
myself observed the
the following
following small
in behaviour

in my
my opinion,
opinion, intended
intended to
to reduce
reduce the
thelikelihood
likelihood ofoflawyer-client
lawyer-client conversations
conversations being
being
in
monitored or overheard:-
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(1)
(1)

II have
an increased
increaseddesire
desirefor
forclients
cllents (even,
(even,on
onrare
rareoccasions,
occasions,clients
clientsinincivil
civil
have seen an

matters) to
to meet in
matters)
in person rather than to use
use the
the telephone
telephone or
or email
email (this
(this desire is
not of course
universally held);
held};
course universally
(2)
(2)

Whilst
this isis not
notentirely
entirelynew,
new,because
because II have
have had experience of
Whilst this
of this happening for
for
at
at least
least the
the last
last 10
10years,
years, on
onoccasions
occasionsclients
clients or
orrepresentatives
representatives of
of clients
clients ask
either
to meet abroad,
either to
abroad, or
or in
in public
public places
places (such
(such as
as the
tl1elobbies
lobbies of
of large
large hotels),
hotels),
believing that
that thereby
thereby their
their communications
withlawyers
lawyersare
are less
less susceptible to
believing
communications with
interception;

(3)
(3)

Some clients
have asked me to
clients have
to meet
meet at
at their
their homes,
homes, where
where they have asked for
for
my mobile
mobile telephone
telephone to be turned
my
turned off;
off;

(4)
(4)

II have seen increasing
increasing use
use of
of WhatsApp
WhatsApp as aa means
meansof
ofcommunication
communication because itit

is
email, text
text message
message and
ls encrypted (as opposed to
to using
using the more
more conventional
conventional email,
telephone);
(5)
(5)

Even where clients
telephone
—- even
Even
clients have
have been
beenforced
forcedtotouse
usethe
the
telephone
evenWhetsApp
WhatsApp—
- II
have noticed that sometimes conversations become more
more cagey,
cagey, less
less explicit,
explicit, and

where
where there is
is sometimes
sometimes the use
use of
of code
code words,
words, all
all of
of which
which betrays
betrays a concern
concern
that the communication
may be surveyed.
communication may
from going
goinginto
intofurther
furtherdetail
detailabout
aboutthese
these matters
matters as
as they
II am inhibited
inhibited from
they all arose
arose from
from
privileged conversations.
conversations.
privileged
24.

As noted, Il have
have seen
seenthese
thesebehaviours
behavioursmostly
mostlyininrelation
relation totoacting
acting for
for individuals
individuals and
particularlyininrelation
relationtotoaa criminal
criminalororquasi-criminal
quasi-criminalmatters.
matters.These
These practices
practices are
are by no
particularly
but nonetheless
nonetheless II have
have observed
means universal
universal but
observed them.
them. As
AsIIhave
haveexplained,
explained, II believe
believe
that they are in part prompted
by concerns
concerns about the use
prompted by
use of
of surveillance
surveillance techniques.

25.

Accordingly
andwhile
whilerecognising
recognisingthat
thatI Ido
donot
notconduct
conduct an
an extensive white collar
Accordingly -—and
collar crime
considerthat
thatI fhave
havebegun
begun to
to see
see some
related practice —
- I Iconsider
some negative
negative impact
impact for
for clients on
their
or willingness
willingnesstotoengage
engage in
in unfettered
communicationsand
and that
that this
this arises
their ability
ability or
unfettered communications
from
on cfients.
clients.
from the so-called chilling
chilling effect on

Communications Data
26.

Paragraph 135
Paragraph
135 of
of the
the Grounds
Grounds of
of Resistance
Resistance states
states"while
''while communications
communications data might
might
reveal
person has
has spoken
spoken to
to their
their lawyer,
lawyer, or
or the
the duration
duration of
of the
the
reveal the
the fact
fact that
that aa person

conversation,
would not
not reveal
reveal any
any of
of the
the content of
conversation, itit would
of the
the conversation,
conversation, and therefore
therefore
would
Libertydoes
does not provide
any examples of
would not
not attract legal
legal professional
professional privilege.
privilege. Liberty
provide any
of
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data that would
would be protected
protected by legal professional
professional privilege"
privilege" (italics and
and
communications data

underlining
underlining in original).
27.
27.

The
correctness of this
this proposition
proposition as
as aa matter
matter of
of law
law is
is for the
the Court.
The Court
Court may be
The correctness
Court. The
assisted
assisted by
by considering Gardner
GBrdner v Irvin
Irvin (1878)
(1878) 4 Ex D
D 49
49 and
and Derby
Derby v Weldon
Weldon (No 7)
7)
[1990]
WLR 1156.
1156. As
[1990} 11 WLR
Asfor
forthe
thequestion
questionofofwhether
whether aaclient's
client's identity
identity or location
location is aa

matter for
referred to JSC
JSC BTA
BTA Bank v Solodchenka
Sofodchenko
matter
for privilege,
privilege, I expect the
the Court will
wilt be referred
EWHC 2293
2293 (QB).
(No 3) [2011] EWHC 2163 (Ch) and SiRd
SRJ vv Persons Unknown [2014]
[2014] EWHC
(QB). I
am also
also aware
aware of the recent
recent ruling
rulfng in Greennet/Privacy International v SSFCA and GCHQ
GCHQ
[20161 UKIP
14_85-CH and
120-126-CH where
contrary proposition
[2016]
UKIP TRib 14_85-CH
and 120-126-CH
where the
the contrary
proposition to
to that set
out in paragraph 135 of the Grounds of Resistance was conceded
conceded by
by the
the Government and
where
amendments were
were made
made to
to GCHQ's
GCHQ's internal
internal procedures
procedures as
as a result.
result. (The
(The Tribunal
where amendments
said
was of metadata,
LPP by reference to
said at [87]:
[87]: "the third problem
problem was
metadata, which could
could attract
attract LPP
communications
with lawyers,
lawyers, even
even without
without their
their content
content. There
There was
was no
no dispute
dispute between
communications with

Counsel that
... ".)
Counsel
that metadata
metadata might attract
attract LPP
LPP...".)
28.
28.

Furthermore,
communicationsdata
dataare
are aa type
type of
Furthermore, communications
of metadata.
metadata. GCHQ's
GCHQ's procedures
procedures now
now
accept that
"The
concept of LPP applies
to: ... Exceptionally,
data (ie 'events'
"The concept
applies to:
Exceptionally, some
some communications
communications data
'events'
or the fact of
(see Appendix
Appendix Ill
Ill to the Greennet/Privacy International
of aa communication)"
communication)" (see

Judgment, which cites the new procedures in full).
Judgment,
29.
29.

It is
is also
also said
said that
that no
no examples
examples have
have been
been given
given by
by Liberty
Liberty of
of communications
communications data that
would
privilege. If by this the
would be
be protected
protected by legal
legal professional
professional privilege.
the Government
Government means to
suggest
that no such examples
suggest that
examples exist,
exist, I consider
consider that many
many litigators
litigators would disagree with
this and I would point to the following:-

29.1
29.1 The
Thefact
factthat
thatthe
theclient
clienthas
hasconsulted
consulted aalawyer
lawyer(or
(oraaparticular
particular lawyer
lawyer with
with aa particular
particular

specialism at
particular firm)
In some
some
specialism
at aa particular
firm) may
may itself
itself be
be subject
subject to
to legal
legal advice
advice privllege.
privilege. In
circumstances,
my clients
clients would
would be
be entitled
entitled to
to claim
over the
the fact
fact that they have
clrcumstances, my
claim privilege
privllege over
taken
legal advice,
advice, as
as well
well as
taken legal
as over
over its
its content.
content. Further,
Further, a client
client is entitled
entitled to assert
assert
privilege
privilege as
as to who
who they
they have
have taken
taken legal
legal advice
advice from.
from. Communications
Communicatlons data
data alone will
reveal
(or suggest)
the fact
reveal (or
suggest) the
fact that such
such advice
advice has
has been
been taken.
taken. This
This may
may be
be sensitive
sensitive
information
given that
that certain
certain legal
legal advisers
advisers and
and firms,
firms, particularly
relation to
to the
information given
particularly inin relation
the
criminal law,
law, are known for their expertise in a very focused and limited area.
29.2 The
fact
lawyer
The
factthat
thata a
lawyerfor
forthe
thepurposes
purposesofoflitigation
litigationhas
hasapproached
approached aa potential
potential witness,
witness, as

well as the
the identity
identity of
of the
the witness,
witness, are
are subject
subject to
to litigation
litigation privilege.
privilege. For
For example,
example, in
in
well
litigation
to trace
litigation II might manage
manage to
trace and
and take
take aa draft
draft witness
witness statement
statement from
from aa relevant
relevant
PERSONAL/OPEN/UP
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witness,
witness. The
The fact
fact that
that II have traced and
and approached
approachedthe
thewitness
witnessisisitself
itselfprivileged.
privileged. It
It need
reveal (or suggest) that fact.
not be disclosed.
disclosed. The
The communications
communications data
data alone
alone will
will reveal
30,
30.

It seems to
can be
be accessed
It
to me
me that
thatas
asawareness
awarenessgrows
growsthat
thatprivileged
privileged information
information can
accessed
through
communicationsdata,
data,and
andthat
that (as
(as I understand)
the concessions
through communications
understand) the
concessions made in
in the
the
Greennet case
case in
in late
late2015
2015have
havebeen
beenresiled
resiledfrom,
from,this
thiswill
will only:
only: (i)
(i) increase
increasethe
thechilling
chilling
client's willingness
willingness to communicate
communicate over the email
email or
or by
by telephone
telephone with
with their
their
effect on aa client's
lawyer; and (ii)
(ii) much more worryingly,
worryingly, inhibit
to be
be with
with
lawyer;
inhibitjust
justhow
howopen
open aa client
client is
is prepared
prepared to
his own lawyer.

31.
31,

As noted above,
above, II cannot
cannot say
say now
now that
that the
theuse
useofofsurveillance
surveillance techniques,
techniques, including
including the
As
of communications
communicatlons data,
inhibits lawyer-client
But
capture of
data, inhibits
lawyer-clientengagement
engagementon
on aa daily
dailybasis.
basis. But

as
as awareness
awarenessofoftheir
theiravailability
availability and usage
usage grows,
grows, Il am
am concerned
concernedthat
thatthis
this will
will add to the
signs II have already
already observed
observed that
that clients
clients and
and their
their advisers
advisers are
aregradually
gradually becoming
becoming more
more
circumspect as
as regards
regardsthe
themanner
mannerininwhich
which they
theycommunicate
communicatewith
with their
their lawyers.

believe that
that the
the facts
facts stated in this
this Witness
Witness Statement
Statement are true.
II believe

Signed

Dated
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